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Memoir of Transgender Country Icon Brings Hope to LGBT Community
in The Bible Belt
LAS VEGAS, Nevada—Feb. 23, 2016— Some Day are Diamonds by Country music icon Deena Kaye
Rose, formally known as Dick Feller, is an honest and true memoir about her transgender journey that is quirky,
Country and uplifting.
This autobiography of a successful Country, creative male artist who was also a closeted transgender woman
recalls times from thoughts of suicide to her triumphs as a male to female transgender woman. From playing in
Bible Belt dive bars, to performing with Country greats like Johnny Cash and Jimmy Reed all over the world,
this memoir gives hope to and inspires the Trans community today.
“My inspiration for this book came from the people who have gone through gender reassignment and have told
their story to help others,” said Rose. “Being Trans and from the Bible Belt has taught me so much and I want
to share that wisdom with others.”
The book conveys Rose’s lifelong transgender journey of living and working in a state with one of the lowest
LGBT populations in the nation and in a hyper-masculine male dominated field.
“When writing this book, I sought to tie my old accomplishments to the simultaneous state of having to deal
with being Transgender,” said Rose. “I wanted to point out that
there is no choice when it comes to gender identification. The
gender ID choses the person, not the other way around and there is
nothing you can do about it no matter how great of a life it seems
that you have at the moment.”
Although the Transgender community is still facing vast
discrimination even with popular activists and icons like Chaz
Bono, Laverne Cox and Caitlyn Jenner paving a road, there is still
an ongoing battle that the trans community faces— much of it
having to do with the lack of knowledge of the non-trans
population.
Some Day are Diamonds is a book to add in the road to
undersatnding the trans community. It is informative, heartfelt and a
deep lok into the tough journey many in the Transgender community face.
This book the perfect read for those
looking for a deeper understanding of their struggles and for those who
need to know that they are not alone.
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